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Abstract—In this paper, we consider to apply a joint defragmentation (DF) of spectrum and computing resources in the
inter-datacenter (inter-DC) networks built over elastic optical
infrastructure based on the optical orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (O-OFDM) technology. We propose joint DF algorithms that consist of a request selection strategy to select active
requests for reconﬁguring and an anycast-based DF routing
and spectrum assignment (DF-RSA) to reconﬁgure the selected
requests. For the joint DF, two request selection strategies and
three anycast-based DF-RSA schemes are designed, and their
combinations are evaluated with simulations. The simulation
results show that by considering the usages of spectrum and computing resources jointly, the proposed algorithms can improve the
blocking performance of the inter-DC network signiﬁcantly with
controlled numbers of DF operations.
Index Terms—Inter-datacenter networks, Anycast, Elastic optical networks (EONs), Resource defragmentation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the rapid development of cloud computing,
datacenter (DC) networks have attracted numerous attentions.
Since the trafﬁc patterns in DC networks exhibit the coexistence of huge peak throughput and high burstiness [1],
efﬁcient support from the physical infrastructure is highly
desired. It is known that since optical ﬁbers have tremendous
bandwidth, optical networking can provide a viable infrastructure solution to DC networks, especially for the interDC networks [2]. Moreover, recent advances on the optical
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (O-OFDM) technology have shown that over Tb/s transmission capacity and
ﬂexible bandwidth adjustment with a small granularity of 12.5
GHz can be achieved simultaneously [3]. Therefore, the elastic
optical infrastructure based on O-OFDM becomes a promising
candidate to support the inter-DC networks, as it enables agile
spectrum management and facilitates seamless integration of
optical transmission and upper-layer applications [4].
Besides the aforementioned advantages, O-OFDM networks
also bring in challenges, as for bandwidth allocation, network
operators need to manipulate blocks of contiguous subcarrier
frequency slots (FS’) instead of discrete wavelength channels [3, 4]. More importantly, spectrum fragmentation, i.e.,
the existing of non-aligned, isolated, and small-sized unused
FS blocks in optical spectra, also becomes a serious problem and can degrade network performance signiﬁcantly [5].
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Previously, people have proposed spectrum defragmentation
(DF) approaches that could reduce spectrum fragmentation
with network reconﬁgurations [5–7]. Note that in addition to
bandwidth requirement, the requests in an inter-DC network
usually also associate with computing demands that need to
be executed on virtual machines (VMs) in destination DCs
[8]. Hence, if the computing loads are not distributed properly
among DCs, we may have the fragmentation of computing
resources, which also degrades the network performance. In
[9], Sridharan et al. investigated computing resource defragmentation in virtual desktop clouds. One attractive attribute
of applications such as cloud computing in inter-DC networks
is that the destination DC of a request can be ﬂexible. To
this end, we expect that by leveraging network reconﬁguration
with anycast [10], the spectrum resources on ﬁbers and the
computing resources in DCs can be utilized more wisely [11].
In this paper, to the best of our knowledge, we consider
to apply joint defragmentation (DF) of spectrum and computing resources in inter-DC networks built over elastic optical
infrastructure based on O-OFDM for the ﬁrst time. More
speciﬁcally, in order to improve the blocking performance
of an inter-DC network, we optimize the utilizations of the
spectrum and computing resources jointly with complexitycontrolled network reconﬁgurations. Note that the network
reconﬁguration can change not only the routing and spectrum
assignment (RSA) but also the destination DC of a request.
The RSA change can be done with physical-layer techniques,
such as the hop-tuning based retuning [12], while the destination change can be done with DC service migration. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate the
problem of joint DF of spectrum and computing resources
in inter-DC networks in Section II. Section III discusses
the proposed algorithms for joint DF. Simulation results for
performance evaluation are shown in Section IV. Finally,
Section V summarizes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Fig. 1 shows the examples of spectrum DF and joint DF. It
can be seen that with spectrum DF only, we consolidate the
spectrum usage on ﬁber links, i.e., the bandwidth resources
on Path 1 is reconﬁgured. However, as the destination DC
is unchanged, and usage of computing resources on the DCs
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requests may have different bandwidth demands, we deﬁne the
bandwidth blocking probability (BBP) for fair comparisons
BBP = lim

T →∞

Nb (T )
,
N (T )

(2)

where Nb (T ) and N (T ) are the blocked and total bandwidth
demands during period [0, T ], respectively. Due to the fact
that in this work, the computing demand scales linearly with
the bandwidth demand, the blocking probability of computing
demands should be the same as BBP.
C. Joint Defragmentation
Fig. 1.

Examples of spectrum DF and joint DF.

are not re-optimized. While with joint DF, we rearrange the
utilization of both resources, and another feasible DC can be
chosen as the new destination by leveraging the property of
anycast. For instance, the joint DF in Fig. 1 selects DC 2 as the
new destination, and the bandwidth and computing resource
utilizations migrate from Path 1 to Path 2 and from DC 1
to DC 2, respectively. Therefore, we can make the resources
better utilized with joint DF.
A. Network Model and Request Model
The physical topology of the inter-DC network is modeled
as a graph G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E
represents the set of the ﬁber links. We consider the situation
that the DCs are located near the switching nodes, and thus
each node v ∈ V associates with an available DC computing
capacity denoted as Cv . Based on the working principle of
O-OFDM, we assume that there are B subcarrier frequency
slots (FS’) to allocate on each link e ∈ E. In the dynamic
network scenario, a request is denoted as R(s, d, rb , rc , ta , th ),
where s and d are the source and destination nodes, rb is the
bandwidth demand in number of FS’, and ta and th are the
arrival time and hold period, respectively. For the computing
demand of the request rc , we assume that it scales linearly
with the bandwidth demand as [8]
rc = α · rb ,

(1)

where α is the scaling constant. For simplicity, we assume that
the lightpath of a request is always set up all-optically end-toend over a single routing-path, under the spectrum contiguous,
non-overlapping and continuity constraints [5].
B. Request Serving
A request R(s, d, rb , rc , ta , th ) is initially served with the
K-shortest paths and balanced load spectrum assignment
(KSP-BLSA) algorithm [13]. If the bandwidth demand rb can
be provisioned with the spectrum resources on the selected
routing path and the computing demand rc satisﬁes rc ≤ Cd ,
the request is considered as successfully served, otherwise, it
is blocked. Blocking probability is one of the most important
metrics to evaluate the network performance. Since different
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Setting up and tearing down requests dynamically in the
inter-DC networks can result in resource fragmentation on
ﬁber spectra and DC computing capacities. To avoid invoking the DF operations too frequently, we only consider the
responsive approach. Speciﬁcally, we invoke a DF operation
whenever a request would be blocked otherwise. In each DF
operation, a network-wide partial reconﬁguration is performed
to consolidate the utilizations of spectrum and computing
resources. Here, we invoke “network-wide” reconﬁguration
to ensure fairness in the network. Otherwise, if we perform
local reconﬁguration to accommodate a particular request, that
request is treated with an unfairly high priority. Moreover,
“partial” reconﬁguration means that the DF operation only
reallocates the spectrum and computing resources for a portion
of the active requests. In the network, if the set of active
requests is denoted as R, we select β · |R| requests to
reconﬁgure in each DF operation. Here, |R| returns the number
of the active requests, and β ∈ (0, 1) is the selection ratio.
III. J OINT D EFRAGMENTATION A LGORITHMS
Basically, each DF operation consists of two steps: 1) selecting certain active requests to reconﬁgure, and 2) reconﬁguring
the selected requests with an anycast-based defragmentation
RSA (DF-RSA). Algorithm 1 shows the overall procedures of
the joint DF algorithm. The request selection strategy and the
anycast-based DF-RSA are discussed below.
A. Request Selection Strategies
In this subsection, we discuss two request selection strategies for selecting the active requests to reconﬁgure.
1) Highest Used FS-Index First (HUSIF) Strategy: This
strategy selects requests based on the indices of their assigned
FS’ [5]. Speciﬁcally, HUSIF chooses the ﬁrst β · |R| active
requests whose highest used FS-indices are the largest. HUSIF
is a spectrum-oriented selection strategy.
2) Highest Computing Load First (HCLF) Strategy: This
strategy selects requests based on the computing loads of
their destination DCs, and is a computing-oriented selection
strategy. Algorithm 2 shows the detailed procedures. We
denote the average available computing capacity of all the
DC as C. In the loop from Line 2 to 13, we check the DC
nodes from the busiest to the idlest, based on their available
computing capacities. Then, in Lines 3-9, we select the active
requests on the current DC in the ascending order of their
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Algorithm 1: Overall Joint Defragmentation
1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

while the inter-DC network is operational do
release resources of expired requests;
try to serve a pending request with KSP-BLSA;
if the request will be blocked then
select β · |R| active requests for reconﬁguration
based on a selection strategy;
re-optimize resource allocations of the selected
requests with an anycast-based DF-RSA;
migrate the selected requests to new resource
allocations;
end
try to serve the request again with KSP-BLSA;
if the request will still be blocked then
mark the request as blocked;
end
end

computing demands and update the DC’s available computing
capacity Cv , until Cv is less than or equal to C. Basically,
we believe that the the computing demands of these requests
are causing fragmentation on computing resources and should
be reallocated for computing DF. The whole selection process
stops when the preset quota, i.e., β · |R|, has been reached, or
the computing capacity of each DC is equalized.
Algorithm 2: Highest Computing Load First Strategy
input : Physical topology G(V, E), active request set
R, and DF ratio β.
output: Active requests selected to reconﬁgure.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

j = 0;
for all v ∈ V in ascending order of Cv do
for all active requests destined to v in ascending
order of rc do
mark the request as selected to reconﬁgure;
j = j + 1;
if j = β · |R| or Cv ≤ C then
break;
end
end
if j = β · |R| or Cv is equalized ∀v ∈ V then
break;
end
end

B. Anycast-based DF-RSA
In this subsection, we develop an anycast-based DF-RSA
algorithm to reconﬁgure the selected requests for joint DF.
Algorithm 3 shows the proposed algorithm in detail.
The algorithm operates on a candidate destination node set
Vp ⊆ (V \ {s}) for a selected request R(s, d, rb , rc , ta , th ).
In this work, we consider three anycast schemes, i.e., full
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Fig. 2.

Examples of destination selection in the anycast schemes.

anycast (F-AC), computing restricted anycast (CR-AC), and
geographical restricted anycast (GeoR-AC). For F-AC, there
is no constraint on where the destination DC of a selected
request can be changed to in the anycast-based DF-RSA, and
thus we have Vp = V \ {s}. However, as we will show later
in the performance evaluation, when being used together with
the HUSIF request selection strategy, F-AC may cause the
computing loads to be unevenly distributed in the network
and can only provide limited BBP performance improvement.
Therefore, in CR-AC, we add a constraint to ensure that the
destinations of the selected requests will only be migrated
to the DCs whose available computing capacities are larger
than or equal to certain portion of the average value C, i.e.,
Vp = {v : Cv ≥ γ · C} \ {s}. Here, γ ∈ (0, 1) is a preset
constant. GeoR-AC is a more practical anycast scheme with
the consideration of service migration delay, in which we
only allow the request’s destination DC to be changed to its
adjacent nodes or itself, i.e., Vp = {d, {v : (d, v) ∈ E}} \ {s}.
Therefore, we can avoid the cases in which the service
migration encounters too much delay and causes prolonged
service disruption. Fig. 2 illustrates intuitive examples of
the destination selection in the three anycast schemes. The
numbers on the nodes are their available computing capacity,
and for CR-AC, we set γ = 13 .
In Algorithm 3, Lines 1-6 are for initialization and ignore
the DC nodes whose available computing capacities are insufﬁcient. The anycast-based DF-RSA is conducted in Lines 7-18.
Basically, we perform the fragmentation-aware RSA (FMARSA) developed in [14] to obtain the new resource allocation,
i.e., destination DC and RSA, for each selected request.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
The proposed joint DF algorithms are evaluated with simulations using the NSFNET topology shown in Fig. 3. We
assume that each ﬁber link accommodates B = 358 FS’.
Each node in the topology connects to a DC locally, and
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Algorithm 3: Anycast-Based DF-RSA
input : Physical topology G(V, E), and an active
request R(s, d, rb , rc , ta , th ).
output: New resource allocation for the request.
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Vp = ∅, costmin = +∞;
for all v ∈ V \ {s} do
if Cv > rc and v satisﬁes the anycast scheme
(F-AC or CR-AC
 or GeoR-AC) then
Vp = Vp {v};
end
end
for all v ∈ Vp do
try to perform FMA-RSA in [14] for R with s-v as
the source-destination pair;
if FMA-RSA succeeds with s-v then
calculate the fragmentation-aware cost [14] for
the RSA solution;
store the cost in cost;
if cost < costmin then
costmin = cost;
delete previous new resource allocation;
store current new resource allocation;
end
end
end
return the stored new resource allocation;

Fig. 3.

The inter-DC network topology (link lengths in kilometers).
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when the inter-DC network is empty, the available computing
capacities are identical on all the nodes as Cv = 640 units after
normalization. For a dynamic request R(s, d, rb , rc , ta , th ), its
source and desired destination nodes (s and d) are randomly
selected, the bandwidth demand rb is uniformly distributed
in [1, 16] FS’, and the computing demand is calculated as
rc = α · rb with α = 0.2. The dynamic requests’ arrivals
follow the Poisson process with the average arrival rate as λ,
and the holding time th of each request follows the negative
exponential distribution with the mean value μ1 . Hence, we can
quantify the trafﬁc load as λμ in Erlangs. In the simulations,
we set the selection ratio as β = 0.3 and the constant γ in
CR-AC as γ = 13 , for each of the varies trafﬁc load, the total
requests number is about 10 thousand. We name the proposed
algorithms with the combined abbreviations of the request
selection strategy and anycast scheme. For instance, “HUSIFCR-AC” denotes the joint DF algorithm that adopts HUSIF
request selection strategy and CR-AC anycast scheme.
Fig. 4 shows the simulation results on BBP from the
algorithms that use HUSIF as the request selection strategy.
We observe that compared with the scheme without DF, the
joint DF algorithms can improve the BBP performance no
matter what anycast scheme is used. It is interesting to notice
that the BBP performance of HUSIF-F-AC is the worst among
in Fig. 4. In the inter-DC network, there are three scenarios that
lead to a request blocking, i.e., spectrum blocking, computing

Without−DF
HUSIF−F−AC
HUSIF−CR−AC
HUSIF−GeoR−AC

−4

10

BBP results of HUSIF based joint DF algorithms.

blocking, and combined blocking. Spectrum blocking refers to
the scenario that there is enough computing resource on the
destination d but the spectrum resource on the routing paths
between the s-d pair is insufﬁcient. If the situation is opposite,
the scenario is computing blocking. If both resources are insufﬁcient, the scenario is combined blocking. Since HUSIF does
not consider computing loads on the DCs and the consequent
F-AC may migrate requests to the DCs whose computing loads
are already fairly high, HUSIF-F-AC causes uneven computing
load distribution in the network and induce high computing
blocking. Therefore, it only provides limited BBP performance
improvement. This can be veriﬁed with the results on BBP
break-downs in Table. I. It can be seen that when the trafﬁc
load is 360 Erlangs, HUSIF-F-AC has much higher computing
blocking than HUSIF-CR-AC. For HUSIF-CR-AC, the usages
of both the spectrum and computing resources are addressed
properly and hence it can reduce BBP more. When we have to
control the service migration delay, HUSIF-GeoR-AC restricts
the destination selection in anycast and therefore its results on
BBP are larger than those of HUSIF-CR-AC. However, since
GeoR-AC restricts where the destination DCs can be migrated
to, which to certain extent also prevents the generation of
computing “hot-spots”, its BBP results are slightly lower than
those of HUSIF-F-AC.
Fig. 5 illustrates the BBP results from the algorithms that
use HCLF as the request selection strategy. It can be seen that
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BBP results of HCLF based joint DF algorithms.

all three DF algorithms achieve signiﬁcant reductions on BBP
and their performance is similar. Since HCLF considers the
computing resources while the consequent anycast-based DFRSA takes spectrum resources into account, the fragmentation
on both the spectrum and computing resources are addressed
properly in the joint DF. This explanation can also be veriﬁed
with the results in Table. I, in which we can see that compared
with the HUSIF based ones, the HCLF based algorithms
achieve much lower computing blocking by sacriﬁcing little
performance on the spectrum blocking and provide lower
overall BBP. Meanwhile, since HCLF has already considered
computing resource usage, the BBP differences caused by
the anycast schemes are also reduced signiﬁcantly. The BBP
results from HCLF-CR-AC are still slightly lower than those
from HCLF-F-AC and HCLF-GeoR-AC.
TABLE I
BBP B REAK -D OWN FOR T HREE B LOCKING S CENARIOS (360 E RLANGS )
Overall

Spectrum
Blocking

Computing
Blocking

Combined
Blocking

HUSIF-F-AC

10.45%

0.00%

10.45%

0.00%

HUSIF-CR-AC

7.85%

0.00%

7.85%

0.00%

HUSIF-GeoR-AC

10.25%

0.00%

10.25%

0.00%

HCLF-F-AC

4.74%

0.62%

4.05%

0.07%

HCLF-CR-AC

4.16%

0.72%

3.39%

0.05%

HCLF-GeoR-AC

4.90%

1.07%

3.71%

0.12%

Results on the numbers of DF operations.

operations from different joint DF algorithms are plotted in
Fig. 6. We can see that the HCLF based algorithms typically
invokes less DF operations than the HUSIF based ones.
V. C ONCLUSION
We investigated the joint DF of spectrum and computing
resources in the inter-DC networks over elastic optical infrastructure. The proposed algorithms were based on a request
selection strategy and an anycast-based DF-RSA. We designed
two request selection strategies and three anycast-based DFRSA schemes, and evaluated their combinations with simulations. The simulation results showed that by addressing
the fragmentations of the spectrum and computing resources
jointly, the proposed algorithms could improve the blocking
performance of the inter-DC network with controlled numbers
of DF operations.
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